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In the 1st quarter of 2023, WIUP-FM continued to present a varied schedule of both recorded and live 
public information programming dealing with issues of national, regional and local interest. 
 
WIUP-FM broadcasts the nationally syndicated news and current events program Democracy Now!, 
Monday through Friday from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.  Democracy Now! is a national, daily, independent, 
award-winning news program hosted by award-winning journalists Amy Goodman and Juan Gonzalez.  
Democracy Now!’s War and Peace Report provides our audience with access to people and perspectives 
rarely heard in the US corporate-sponsored media, including independent and international journalists, 
ordinary people from around the world who are directly affected by US foreign policy, grassroots 
leaders and peace activists, artists, academics and independent analysts. 
 
During a regularly scheduled public information programming hour – (Monday through Friday from 8 
a.m. to 9 a.m. during the fall and spring semesters, 10am-11am during academic breaks) – WIUP 
presented an array of programs dealing with issues of interest to both the academic and non-academic 
communities we serve.  These include US Politics, (White House Chronicle) regional environmental 
news (The Allegheny Front), recent publications in literature, scholarship, and nonfiction (The Book 
Show), media analysis and criticism (Counterspin, The Media Project), issues focusing on women (51%) 
and LGBTQIA (This Way Out) populations, as well as current research and public affairs (The Best of 
Our Knowledge, Scholars’ Circle). Descriptions of the nature of each program and the topics covered 
follows in this document. 
 
WIUP-FM broadcasts a minimum of twenty recorded public service announcements per broadcast day.  
These announcements benefit local, regional and national public service and information organizations 
and agencies.  The complete audio cart listing of all our recorded Public Service Announcements is 
included within this document. 
 
In addition to recorded public service announcements, WIUP-FM broadcasts twenty live-read 
announcements per broadcast day. A listing of the agencies and organizations served by these 
announcements is included within this document. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



White House Chronicle 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 31, 2023 
 

Germany after Ukraine 
March 18, 2023  
Host Llewellyn King talks with Jackson Janes, senior fellow at the German Marshall Fund of the US, 
about Germany before and after its stance on Russia’s war in Ukraine. 
 
Industrial cybersecurity 
March 11, 2023  
Host Llewellyn King discusses President Biden’s new cybersecurity strategy and the threats to industrial 
information and operational technologies with experts from 1898 & Co., a consultancy, and the Idaho 
National Laboratory. 
 
Immigration 
March 4, 2023 
Host Llewellyn King and Co-host Linda Gasparello discuss immigration and the new Biden asylum 
rules with Caitlin Dickson, senior reporter at Yahoo News. 
 
How drones are changing our lives 
February 25, 2023 
Drones are changing our lives and Host Llewellyn King discusses them with Jeremiah Karpowicz, 
Group Editorial Director of Diversified Communications, a trade publisher and conference organizer. 
 
An illustrious career in broadcasting 
February 18, 2023 
In a follow-on interview, Adam Clayton Powell III discusses his long, illustrious career in broadcasting 
with Host Llewellyn King. 
 
Adam Clayton Powell III reminisces about his parents, Adam Clayton Powell Jr. and Hazel 
Scott 
February 11, 2023 
Adam Clayton Powell III discusses the lives and legacies of his parents, Adam Clayton Powell Jr. and 
Hazel Scott. 
 
Ranking public sector corruption in the U.S. and abroad 
February 4, 2023 
Host Llewellyn King and Co-host Linda Gasparello discuss the findings of Transparency International’s 
annual perceived public sector corruption report with Gary Kalman, the group’s U.S. executive director. 
 
 
 



Lincoln’s history-changing victory at the 1860 Republican convention 
January 28, 2023  
Edward Achorn discusses his new book on Abraham Lincoln’s miraculous nomination at the 1860 
Republican convention, which changed the course of history, with hosts Llewellyn King and Linda 
Gasparello. 
 
Energy efficiency’s role in the energy transition 
January 21, 2023 
Host Llewellyn King talks to Paula Glover, president of the Alliance to Save Energy, about energy 
efficiency’s role in the energy transition. 
 
Issues from 2022 Spill Over into 2023 
January 14, 2023  
Hosts Llewellyn King and Linda Gasparello discuss a range of issues that have spilled over into 2023, 
including the Ukraine war, energy shortages, and surging mass migration. 
 
Creating an un-Twitter platform 
January 7, 2023  
Llewellyn King talks with Alex Taylor, Co-founder and CEO of Tremr, an un-Twitter platform for the 
exchange of news, views and ideas on the issues of the day. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE ALLEGHENY FRONT 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 31, 2023 
 

Episode for March 24, 2023 
A former EPA administrator is calling the agency's response to the train derailment in East Palestine too 
weak. Questions are being asked about the cleanup and testing of the creeks polluted by the derailment. 
Some researchers say Ohio EPA isn't testing surface water for enough chemicals. Also, trout season is 
nearly here, with opening day on April 1. We catch up with officials stocking a local lake with some of 
the 3 million trout that will be released throughout Pennsylvania this year.    

Episode for March 17, 2023 
Spring starts on March 20, but for many places, spring has been here for a while. How does that impact 
nature?  We have the story of one family in East Palestine who isn't sure if their home or water is safe. 
We talk with U.S. EPA's onsite coordinator there, who breaks down how the government is monitoring 
chemical pollution. We have news about U.S. Steel, Shell's ethane cracker, and proposed federal rules 
for PFAS in drinking water.  

Episode for March 10, 2023 
People in East Palestine want to know if their homes are polluted by long-lasting chemicals called 
dioxins from the train derailment last month. We'll also hear from residents near the derailment site who 
are finding the investments they've made in their homes are worth a lot less after the crash. Plus, an 
environmental group is trying to stop the U.S. Forest Service from clear cutting a section of national 
forest to promote the growth of white oak trees.  

Episode for March 3, 2023 
We have updates on the train derailment in East Palestine, where many people are deeply skeptical of 
officials who say it is safe to return to their homes. Meanwhile, Republican politicians are walking a fine 
line in East Palestine: showing concern for residents without being seen as liberal environmentalists. 
EPA orders Norfolk Southern to test for dioxins. Plus, the Bearded Ladies Cabaret tackles climate 
change with a comedy show in drag, on ice.  

Episode for February 24, 2024: The latest on the Ohio train derailment 
We have the latest on the aftermath of the Norfolk Southern train derailment in East Palestine, Ohio. We 
hear from residents in Beaver County who feel left out of the response and farmers concerned about the 
black soot they found on their homes and properties. Experts are now warning dioxins could be present. 
Plus, some are looking for additional soil and water testing from independent researchers outside of the 
government. 
 
 
  



Episode for February 17, 2023 
We have the latest developments of the East Palestine train derailment that polluted the area with toxic 
chemicals. We report on a community meeting where tensions ran high as residents asked questions 
about air and water quality and health impacts. We ask if stricter regulations could have averted the East 
Palestine train derailment. Plus, a new memoir shares how the life of an environmental policy expert 
was informed by the work of a Pittsburgh environmental champion.  

Episode for February 10, 2023 
We discuss what we know about air and water issues in the aftermath of the train derailment in Ohio. 
We also have reactions to a government report that finds many conventional oil and gas drillers in 
Pennsylvania aren't following regulations. Plus, lead from bullets is showing up in birds of prey. We'll 
hear about solutions to the problem.   

Episode for February 3, 2023 
Can new recycling technologies that break plastics down into their chemical components save us from 
the plastic waste crisis? We talk with an environmental reporter about a new government study. Also, 
the North Country National Scenic Trail has only about 20 known hikers who have trekked the entire 
4,800 miles through eight states, including Pennsylvania. But in the farm country of northwestern Ohio, 
one more name is about to be added to the list.  

Episode for January 27, 2023 
One stop for some birds migrating south from Pennsylvania is the cloud forest in Costa Rica. But the 
cool, misty mountains are getting warmer and drier. Plus, closer to home, birders and naturalists oppose 
a new development next to a wetland in Huntington County. And, January is National Radon Action 
month, and that means it's time to test your home for the radioactive, cancer-causing gas.  

Episode for January 20, 2023 
An electric heat pump can reduce the carbon footprint of your home. We look at the pros and cons of 
this climate solution. The National Weather Service wants the public to become "river ice spotters" to 
help monitor for ice jams on area rivers. Plus, Frick Park has a new resident: Castor the beaver. We have 
news about new PFAS standards for drinking water in Pennsylvania, the Chesapeake Bay, and the new 
Pa. DEP secretary. 

Episode for January 13, 2023 
State regulators call out the conventional oil and gas industry for a widespread failure to comply with 
Pennsylvania environmental regulations. And, an art exhibit aims to give trees the legal tools to protect 
themselves. Plus, we go forest bathing in Frick Park to improve our mental and physical health. News 
about a proposed new federal limit for soot and an investigation into a Christmas Day natural gas 
explosion. 

Episode for January 6, 2023 
Environmental groups say they found high levels of benzene in the air in the Mon Valley near Pittsburgh 
and want federal regulators to step in. Also, natural history museum specimens like mice stuffed with 
cotton and preserved for decades give researchers important information about the environment. But 



these collections are at risk. Plus, the US Postal Service reverses course and commits to converting its 
fleet of vehicles to electric.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE BOOK SHOW 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 31, 2023 
 

DATE TIME SHOW # TOPIC 

1/3/2023 30:00 1798 A discarded painting in a junk pile, a skeleton in an attic, and the greatest 
racehorse in American history. In her new novel, "Horse," Pulitzer Prize 
winning novelist Geraldine Brooks braids a sweeping story of spirit, 
obsession, and injustice across American history. 

1/10/2023 30:00 1799 Former U.S. Poet Laureate Billy Collins has taken up the unique poetic style 
of the “small poem” and has gathered more than 125 of his own into a 
beautiful new collection entitled “Musical Tables.” 

1/17/2023 30:00 1800 In the follow-up to the best-selling and Pulitzer Prize-winning "Less: A 
Novel," the awkward and lovable Arthur Less returns in an unforgettable 
road trip in Andrew Sean Greer’s new novel, "Less is Lost," where he 
accepts a series of literary gigs that sends him on a zigzagging adventure 
across the US. 

1/24/2023 30:00 1801 In bestselling author Emma Donoghue’s novel "Haven," three men vow to 
leave the world behind them as they set out in a small boat for an island 
their leader has seen in a dream, with only faith to guide them. "Haven" is a 
beautiful and chilling story of adventure and survival. 

1/31/2023 30:00 1802 Jane Smiley is the author of numerous novels including “A Thousand Acres,” 
which was awarded the Pulitzer Prize, and the “Last Hundred Years Trilogy.” 
Her latest, “A Dangerous Business,” tells the remarkable story of the 
California gold rush and a pair of sex-worker sleuths who track down the 
culprit behind a series of disappearances. 

2/7/2023 30:00 1803 Tracy Kidders new book, “Rough Sleepers: Dr. Jim O'Connell's Urgent 
Mission to Bring Healing to Homeless People,” tells the story of Dr. Jim 
O’Connell – a man who invented ways to create a community of care for a 
city’s unhoused population – the “rough sleepers.” 

2/14/2023 30:00 1804 Tracy Kidders new book, “Rough Sleepers: Dr. Jim O'Connell's Urgent 
Mission to Bring Healing to Homeless People” shines a spotlight on Jim 
O’Connell, a Harvard-trained doctor who has spent 40 years caring for 
unhoused individuals in Boston, the “Rough Sleepers.” We talk with both 
Tracy Kidder and Dr. Jim O’Connell on this week’s Book Show. 

2/21/2023 30:00 1805 Lydia Millet’s previous novel, “A Children’s Bible,” was a National Book 
Award Finalist. Her follow-up is “Dinosaurs” is deadpan funny and yet deals 
with the important themes of extinction and climate change. 

2/28/2023 30:00 1806 Pulitzer Prize-winning author Paul Harding’s new novel “This Other Eden” is 
inspired by the true story of Malaga Island, an isolated island off the coast 
of Maine that became one of the first racially integrated towns in the 
Northeast. Harding is the author of “Tinkers” and “Enon.” 

3/7/2023 30:00 1807 Scott Turow, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of "Presumed 
Innocent" and "The Last Trial," returns with "Suspect" a riveting legal 
thriller in which a reckless private detective is embroiled in a fraught police 
scandal where the Police Chief is accused by three male police officers of 
soliciting sex in exchange for promotions to higher ranks. 



3/14/2023 30:00 1808 Shifting through time and perspective in contemporary India, Deepti 
Kapoor’s novel “Age of Vice” is an action-packed story propelled by the 
seductive wealth, startling corruption, and bloodthirsty violence of the 
Wadia family—loved by some, loathed by others, feared by all. 

3/21/2023 30:00 1809 Thomas Mallon’s new novel, "Up with The Sun," mixes murder mystery and 
showbiz history to tell the fictionalized account of the life and untimely 
death of Dick Kallman. 

3/28/2023 30:00 1810 In “I Have Some Questions for You,” award-winning author Rebecca Makkai 
has crafted an investigation into collective memory and a deeply felt 
examination of one woman’s reckoning with her past. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



COUNTERSPIN 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 31, 2023 
 

March 31, 2023 
Silky Shah on Detention Center Fire, Eagan Kemp on Medicare Advantage 

Do Black and brown people have a right to move freely in the world? The Ciudad Juárez fire and what it 
tells us about immigration policy. 

March 24, 2023 
Norman Solomon on the Iraq Invasion, 20 Years Later 

What passes for debate about why we must remain at war with whomever is designated has roots in 
2003 worth studying. 

March 17, 2023 
Kamau Franklin on Cop City Protests 

The corporate press corps seems intent on forcing a vital, important situation into old, tired and harmful 
frames. 

March 10, 2023 
Kim Knackstedt on Disability Policy, Algernon Austin on Unemployment & Race 

Media interest in historic breakthroughs should extend to the barriers disabled people face in 2023, and 
how policies could address them. 

March 3, 2023 
Makani Themba on Jackson Crisis 

Jackson, Mississippi, residents who have been harmed many times over are being told that the 
appropriate response is to take away their voice. 

February 24, 2023 
Ellen Schrecker on the New McCarthyism 

Our past has not been fully grappled with or understood, and that has everything to do with what’s 
happening now. 

February 17, 2023 
Maritza Perez Medina on Fentanyl, Nancy Altman on Social Security 

Saying how hard you want to be on “dealers” is really an admission of a failure to address a public 
health issue as a public health issue. 



February 10, 2023 
Evan Greer on the Fight for the FCC 

What could be happening if Biden’s long-languishing nomination of public interest advocate Gigi Sohn 
were put through? 

February 3, 2023 
Shelby Green and Selah Goodson Bell on Utility Shutoffs & Profiteering 

Electric utilities have disconnected US households more than 4 million times since the beginning of 
Covid, preceding the Ukraine War. 

January 27, 2023 
Michael Mechanic on Underfunding the IRS 

The message from many politicians and their media amplifiers: Cheating on taxes is a luxury only the 
rich can, or should be able to, afford. 

January 20, 2023 
Maurice Carney on Patrice Lumumba 

Lumumba’s assassination, judging by attention, has no lessons for US citizens or the press corps about 
the past, the present or the future. 

January 13, 2023 
David Sirota on Accountability Journalism 

The public still look to news media to give them accurate, independently sourced and documented 
information to help them make decisions. 

January 6, 2023 
Paul Hudson on Airline Meltdown, Melissa Crow on Asylum Policy 

There’s an unarticulated underpinning to elite media conversation that as a consumer, you don’t have 
anything called a “right.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THIS WAY OUT 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 31, 2023 
 

March 27, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode # 1826: International Trans Day of Visibility 

Exiled Zimbabwean activist Rikki Nathanson of OutRight Action International, U.S. Assistant Secretary 
for Health Admiral Rachel L. Levine, co-founder of the Colorado Transgender Educators Network Sam 
Long and gender-fluid multi-disciplinary artist Dorian Wood commented on the importance of visibility 
in our special 2022 series “Queerly Yours, Profiles in Courage with Roger Q. Mason.”  

 
March 20, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1825: Asians on Parade at World Pride Mardi Gras 

Feature: Florida is exactly where you don’t want to be if you’re a transgender kid and your family. The 
“Don’t Say Gay State” is also becoming the “Don’t Be Trans” state. A ban on gender-affirming 
healthcare for trans children went into effect on March 16th. It was devised by state medical boards at 
the behest of Governor Ron DeSantis, but the legislature is still not satisfied. A bill is moving through 
the state Senate that would make it a felony to treat gender dysphoria for people under 18. That would 
put both doctors and parents in jeopardy. President Joe Biden expressed his view of the anti-trans 
campaign in an interview on Comedy Central’s The Daily Show. As a coalition of LGBTQ organizations 
prepare a lawsuit on behalf of parents with trans kids, prominent advocates are speaking out. Lesbian 
star Lily Tomlin took on the issue during a Yahoo Entertainment interview about her new trans-friendly 
film, “ Moving On. Lesbian White House Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre sees the Florida fever as a 
plague that’s spreading across the country. Meanwhile, the Georgia House passed a ban on gender-
affirming care the day that Florida’s ban went into effect. It was already clear that her side would lose 
when out Representative Karla Drenner took the floor (with music by THE CHARLIE DANIELS 
BAND and THE L PROJECT). 

Feature: World Pride brought a vast array of flavors to the Sydney Gay And Lesbian Mardi Gras 
Parade. This Way Out correspondent BARRY McKAY explored one region of the queer globe as he 
wandered among participants waiting for the parade to begin [chats with members of contingents from 
The Philippines, Thailand, and Japan, with intro/outro music by ELECTRIC FIELDS, and traditional 
music bridges introducing each country’s float riders).  

March 13, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1824: Sydney World Pride Crosses Harbour Bridge  

At the climax of World Pride 2023, Sydney throws a huge street festival in the heart of the LGBTQ 
community, and thousands walk across the Harbour Bridge in a demonstration for equality and justice 
the likes of which Australia hasn’t seen since the 2003 aboriginal Walk for Reconciliation (Barry 
McKay reports)! 
 



March 7, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode # 1823: Sydney’s World Pride Mardi Gras Parade 
 
The famed Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras Parade returns to Oxford Street on its 45th anniversary 
to celebrate World Pride 2023, and we meet the people in the colorful throng (with correspondent Barry 
McKay). Sydney World Pride (mardigras.org.au) 
 

 
February 28, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1822: World Pride Celebrates at Sydney's Mardi Gras 

Global galas merge as World Pride 2023 and the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras bring the first 
such LGBTQA+ event to the Southern Hemisphere. Prime Minister Anthony Albanese joins the parade, 
and popular Aussie weatherman Nate Byrne predicts rainbows for the television coverage (interviewed 
by Sydney correspondent Barry McKay). 

February 21, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1821: The Yellow Socks Affair 

A blitz of anti-gay arrests swept over Newcastle, New South Wales in the 1950’s inspired by nothing 
more than a display in a gay-owned mens’ clothing store became one of the most terrifying chapters in 
Australian queer history. John Witte of the Hunter Rainbow History Group and Kevin Coleman, partner 
of infamous haberdasher Keith Robinson, (interviewed by Sydney correspondent Barry McKay). 

February 14, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1820: Queer Giants of Black History 

Black History Month in 2023 finds political hucksters questioning the meaning of history and repeating 
the racist policies of the past, so the words of African American LGBTQ icons Bayard Rustin, Audre 
Lorde, Pat Parker and James Baldwin ring true again! 

February 7, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1819: Conversion Therapy-Caused PTSD 

Australian religious abuse campaigner Anthony Venn-Brown talks about the psychological trauma 
suffered by LGBT people subjected to supposedly “Christian” conversion therapy (interviewed by Barry 
McKay). 

January 30, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1818: Pray Away? Born Perfect! 

Out in the Bay radio’s Eric Jansen interviews Mathew Shurka co-founder of the National Center for 
Lesbian Right’s Born Perfect campaign in 2014. Kristine Stolakis director and producer of Pray Away, a 
Netflix documentary inspired by her late transgender uncle’s horrific experiences trying to not be trans. 

 



January 24, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1817 : "AIDS Diva: The Legend of Connie Norman" 

An award-winning documentary examines the exploits of Los Angeles’ iconic transgender ACT-UP 
activist. Director Dante Alencastre and writer-researcher John Johnston chat with This Way Out’s Brian 
DeShazor about the “AIDS Diva” whose life inspired the film. 

January 17, 2023 
This Way Out Episode #1816: World Pride Vax Alert! 

The celebration is on for World Pride in Sydney, Australia starting February 12th, but ACON’s Director 
of HIV and Sexual Health Matt Vaughan advises getting vaccinated for monkeypox and COVID-19 well 
before the event (interviewed by Barry McKay). 

The diversity-challenged Hollywood Foreign Press Association put its queer foot forward for the 80th 
Golden Globes, honoring gay television producer Ryan Murphy with the Carol Burnett Lifetime 
Achievement Award. 

January 10, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1815: The Queerest News of 2023 (Part 3) 

In the conclusion of The Queerest News Of 2022, we focus on some of the people – and other 
“animated” characters – who made it: Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre brought her special rainbow 
flare to the White House briefing room on National Coming Out Day, October 11th (with an intro from 
The Wizard of Oz); Australian National Basketball League star center, Melbourne United’s Isaac 
Humphries, becomes the sport’s second active proudly gay professional (with an excerpt from 
Humphries’ social-media posted coming out to his teammates); U.S. Supreme Court nominee Judge 
Ketanji Brown Jackson patiently explained rights and wrongs as she was grilled by Republicans on the 
Senate Judiciary Committee during her confirmation hearings. Tennessee Senator Marsha Blackburn 
veered away from judicial matters altogether in her transphobic rant, trying to use Judge Jackson’s 
position on the Board of a local private school against her; in the category All-Time Jeopardy! Greats, 
the answer is: She’s the first woman to win over a million dollars and the first trans woman to qualify 
for the Tournament of Champions. You won if your answer was, “Who is Amy Schneider?” The 
Oakland, California engineering manager talked about her success with George Stephanopolis on ABC-
TV’s Good Morning America; the long-running globally-popular U.K. animated children’s TV show 
Peppa Pig finally introduces its preschool audience to their first same-gender couple (with an excerpt 
from the pivotal scene featuring Penny Polar Bear); Velma Dinkley, one of the animated human pals 
of oversized dog detective Scooby-Doo, goes “full lesbian” in the latest installment of the globally-
popular franchise, Trick or Treat Scooby-Doo (with revealing snippets from the movie); if you’ve ever 
wondered what turns Fox News’ homophobic pro-authoritarian Little Lord Fauntleroy on, Tucker 
Carlson has come out as a candy-phile. The announcement that the cartoon M&M’s characters were 
being redesigned to make them more inclusive drove Tucker into a sugar rage, especially the changes to 
Ms. Brown. Larissa Murray is the “Ms. Green” voice actress who served as the jaded “spokescandy.” 
She gave the yellow journalist something to chew on in an interview with TMZ; and finally, we celebrate 
grassroots activists in a voice montage of just a tiny few of them 



January 3, 2023 
This Way Out Radio Episode #1814: The Queerest News of 2022 (pt. 2) 

Feature: In Part 2 of This Way Out’s review of some of the queerest news of 2022, LGBTQ rights were 
debated in the U.S. Supreme Court and in Congress, results of national elections in Australia and 
midterm elections in the U.S. each cheered queers, the FIFA World Cup in Qatar was a perilous 
experience for sexual and gender minorities and their supporters, Israel and New Zealand led 
increasing national bans on “conversion therapy” that falsely claims to turn queer people straight, 
Christian fundamentalists fueled censorship of LGBTQ-supportive books across the U.S., Australia’s 
Citipointe Christian College provided an example of religious bigotry masquerading as “religious 
liberty” on school campuses, and trans actress MJ Rodriguez made Golden Globes history (reported by 
MICHAEL TAYLOR-GRAY, LUCIA CHAPPELLE, CHRISTOPHER MARTINEZ/Pacifica Radio, 
and SARAH MONTAGUE; with a :35 Donor Thanks/E-Newsletter Promo at about 13:44 into the 
program; and with music by OSCAR BRAND; GARRY ENTROPY, NICK AFOA; BETWEEN THE 
LIONS, THE MONOTONES; THE KINGDOM CHOIR; and MAC QUAYLE). .  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



The Best of Our Knowledge 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 31, 2023 
 

\DATE TIME SHOW # TOPIC 
1/6/2023 30:00 1685 New York State is requiring school districts that utilize Native American 

imagery to change their nicknames and mascots. Jody Cowan will speak with 
school officials about how they’re preparing for the change. Host Lucas 
Willard will speak with arborist Fred Breglia about finding what could be 
New York’s largest living tree. And we’ll visit a new learning lab in Troy, New 
York. 

1/13/2023 30:00 1686 As COVID-19 restrictions ease, public school students are seeing the return 
of an exciting tradition – the school field trip. Jody Cowan will bring us more. 
The Peace Corps is sending its first deployment of volunteers around the 
world since the lockdown of 2020. Host Lucas Willard will speak with a 
recent graduate preparing for her two-year tour. And a storybook is helping 
young children affected by the war in Ukraine. 

1/20/2023 30:00 1687 As Democrat Kathy Hochul begins her term as New York’s first elected 
female governor, local students share some of the inaugural spotlight. Our 
Jody Cowan will have more. Bob Schneider of the New York State School 
Boards Association will provide analysis of Hochul’s education goals for 
2023. The upstate New York video game industry gets a powerup with state 
funding. And 2022 proved to be the sixth-warmest year on record in 
Massachusetts. 

1/27/2023 30:00 1688 A series of winter nature walks is aimed at bringing upstate New York 
residents closer to native plants and animals.We’ll learn about the 
importance of ants in the agricultural economy.And Jody Cowan will speak 
with an artist who is drawing attention to the student debt crisis with a 
unique exhibit in western Massachusetts. 

2/3/2023 30:00 1689 Students compete to advance in the FIRST Robotics Competition in Albany. 
Bald eagles have made a comeback in New York’s Hudson Valley. We’ll learn 
about the Teatown Hudson River EagleFest. Middle and high school students 
participate in a conference to address bias, bullying, and prejudice. And 
some colleges in New York are changing their designations to “university.” 

2/10/2023 30:00 1690 Elementary and middle school students compete in a district-wide spelling 
bee in Schenectady, New York. Online program Poem Renovation lets users 
explore poetry in a new way. And independent Hyper Saturation Magazine 
digs into the cultural landscape of upstate New York. 

2/17/2023 30:00 1691 We’ll learn how a hospital is partnering with a public library to give babies 
their first book. 

2/24/2023 30:00 1692 We’ll meet a group of high school seniors who are running their own 
company before receiving their cap and gown. 

3/3/2023 30:00 1693 Young learners at a New York charter school attend a pep-rally for 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities. 

3/10/2023 30:00 1694 Researchers are using microbes to create tiny nanowires – technology that 
could be used to “sniff out” disease. 

3/17/2023 30:00 1695 A new book aims to build an understanding of the U.S. immigration system 



by telling the stories of immigrant children. 
3/24/2023 30:00 1696 How do artificial intelligence programs like ChatGPT fit into the future of 

higher education? 
3/31/2023 30:00 1697 A new awareness campaign to find missing persons and solve cold cases is 

coming to a gas station near you, plus more. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Media Project 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 31, 2023 
 

DATE TIME SHOW # TOPIC 
1/1/2023 30:00 1648 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 

American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, former Editor of the Daily 
Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 
Association, and Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist and Adjunct Professor at 
RPI. On this week’s Media Project, Rex, Judy and Rosemary talk about whether 
increasing media consolidation is a good thing, harassment facing journalists, the 
loss of newspapers in rural areas, and much more. 

1/8/2023 30:00 1649 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, former Editor of the Daily 
Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 
Association, and Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist and Adjunct Professor at 
RPI. On this week’s Media Project, Rex, Judy and Rosemary talk about George 
Santos and the importance of small, community newspapers, how the media 
covered the collapse of Buffalo Bills safety Damar Hamlin, whether there was too 
much press coverage of the death of pioneering broadcast journalist Barbara 
Walters, and more. 

1/15/2023 30:00 1650 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist 
and Adjunct Professor at RPI and UAlbany, and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira 
Fusfeld. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Rex, Rosemary and Ira talk about how 
to cover homelessness, whether journalist’s prey on people to get information, the 
Wall Street Journal reporter handcuffed by police, and much more. 

1/22/2023 30:00 1651 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist 
and Adjunct Professor at RPI and UAlbany, and Judy Patrick, former Editor of the 
Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 
Association. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Rex, Rosemary and Judy talk about 
whether there should be a comedian on CNN Prime Time, coverage of the Biden 
classified documents case, how to spell turkey, and much more. 

1/29/2023 30:00 1652 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, former Editor of the Daily 
Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 
Association, And Barbara Lombardo is the former Editor of the Saratogian and a 
Journalism Professor at the University at Albany. On this week’s Media Project, 
Alan, Rex, Judy and Barbara talk about the journalism coalition trying to save local 
news, a decision by some cable companies to remove Newsmax, Facebook allowing 
former President Trump back on the platform, and much more. 

2/5/2023 30:00 1653 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, former Associate Editor of the Times 
Union Mike Spain, and Barbara Lombardo is the former Editor of the Saratogian and 
a Journalism Professor at the University at Albany. On this week’s Media Project, 
Alan, Barbara, Rex, and Mike talk about how to sustain local news in communities 



where it is difficult, media coverage of the arrest footage of Tyre Nichols, and much 
more. 

2/12/2023 30:00 1654 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira 
Fusfeld, and Judy Patrick, former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for 
Editorial Development for the New York Press Association. On this week’s Media 
Project, Alan, Rex, Ira and Judy talk about coverage of the Chinese spy balloon, 
President Biden’s State of the Union Address, newsrooms moving beyond 
objectivity, and much more. 

2/19/2023 30:00 1655 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Barbara Lombardo, former Editor of the 
Saratogian and a Journalism Professor at the University at Albany, and Judy Patrick, 
former Editor of the Daily Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for 
the New York Press Association. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Rex, Barbara 
and Judy talk about how digital platforms have upended the news, the value of 
sports coverage, and much more. 

2/26/2023 30:00 1656 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist 
and Adjunct Professor at RPI and UAlbany, and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira 
Fusfeld. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Rosemary, Rex, and Ira talk about the 
scandal involving Fox news, CNN’s Don Lemon being temporarily benched for on-air 
sexist comments, and much more. 

3/5/2023 30:00 1657 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist 
and Adjunct Professor at RPI and UAlbany, and Barbara Lombardo, former Editor of 
the Saratogian and a Journalism Professor at the University at Albany. On this 
week’s Media Project, Alan, Rosemary, Rex, and Barbara talkabout whether the 
legal case against Fox news, whether reporters should put themselves in danger, 
and much more. 

3/12/2023 30:00 1658 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, former Editor of the Daily 
Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 
Association, and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. On this week’s Media 
Project, Alan, Rex, Judy and Ira talk about the latest on the Dominion lawsuit against 
Fox news, 2024 campaign coverage, whether the headlines about the dangers of 
traveling to Mexico are overblown, and much more. 

3/19/2023 30:00 1659 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, former Editor of the Daily 
Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 
Association, and Rosemary Armao, Investigative Journalist and Adjunct Professor at 
RPI and UAlbany. On this week’s Media Project, Alan, Rex, Judy and Rosemary talk 
about Sunshine Week and journalists constant battle to get government to release 
public information, an Axios reporter who was fired for calling a press release from 
Florida Governor DeSantis’ office propaganda, and much more. 

3/26/2023 30:00 1660 With WAMC’s  CEO Alan Chartock, former Times Union Editor and current Upstate 
American, Substack columnist Rex Smith, Judy Patrick, former Editor of the Daily 
Gazette and Vice President for Editorial Development for the New York Press 



Association, and Daily Freeman Publisher Emeritus Ira Fusfeld. On this week’s Media 
Project, Alan, Rex, Judy and Ira talk about whether the media is giving former 
President Trump too much coverage, the latest on the Dominion Voting Systems 
lawsuit against Fox, and much more. 

 
 

51% 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 31, 2023 
 

DATE TIME SHOW # TOPICS 
1/5/2023 30:00 1746 What’s your New Year’s resolution? On the latest 51%, we speak with 

dietician and personal trainer Nicole Rodriguez about how to set healthy and 
realistic nutrition goals that fit your lifestyle. And in this season of gym 
memberships, career scheming, and personal development, one multi-
generational study suggests the key to fulfillment is actually, quite simple: 
nurturing our relationships. The New York Times’ Jancee Dunn shares what 
we can learn from the world’s longest-running study on human happiness. 

1/12/2023 30:00 1747 On this week’s 51%, we explore how building for the future demands 
reckoning with our past. NYU Stern School of Business professor and social 
psychologist Dolly Chugh offers guidance for the “gritty patriot” in her new 
book "A More Just Future." 

1/19/2023 30:00 1748 On this week’s 51%, we speak with filmmaker Tracy Heather Strain about her 
new PBS documentary "Zora Neale Hurston: Claiming a Space." We'll also 
hear from ceramicist Kelli Rae Adams about her latest installation at MASS 
MoCA, titled "Forever in Your Debt." 

1/26/2023 30:00 1749 January 22 would have marked the 50th anniversary of the landmark 
Supreme Court decision Roe v. Wade, had the Court not decided to overturn 
the ruling last year. On the latest 51%, we speak with Amy Littlefield, 
longtime abortion access correspondent for The Nation, about how the fall of 
Roe is currently playing out in states and women’s health clinics across the 
U.S. 

2/2/2023 30:00 1750 On this week's 51%, we speak with Hollywood dialect coach and author 
Samara Bay about how to buck America’s “voice standards” and embrace the 
power in your voice. 

2/9/2023 30:00 1751 On this week’s 51%, we speak with editors Nan Bauer-Maglin and Daniel 
Hood about their new book "Gray Love: Stories About Dating and New 
Relationships After 60." 

2/16/2023 30:00 1752 On this week's 51%, we speak with Katie Hood, CEO of the One Love 
Foundation, about the differences between healthy and unhealthy 
relationships — and how to tell which one you’re in. 

2/23/2023 30:00 1753 On this week’s 51%, we speak with Dr. Clarence Lusane about his latest book 
"Twenty Dollars and Change: Harriet Tubman and the Ongoing Fight for 
Racial Justice and Democracy," on the lifelong activism of Harriet Tubman 
and the future of the $20 bill. 

3/2/2023 30:00 1754 On this week’s 51%, we speak with Alisha Fernandez Miranda about her 
journey from CEO to intern in her new memoir "My What If Year." 



3/9/2023 30:00 1755 On this week’s 51%, we recognize Women’s History Month. Jennifer Herrera, 
vice president of external affairs for the National Women’s History Museum, 
shares how the organization is working to fill the gaps in our history books. 
Our associate producer, Jody Cowan, stops by a donation ceremony for a 
replica of the Women’s Rights Pioneers Monument at the New York State 
Museum. 

3/16/2023 30:00 1756 Parenting isn’t easy – especially when children are difficult. On this week’s 
51%, Dr. Adelia Moore discusses how you can become a more confident 
parent, love with conviction, and see your children as the unique individuals 
they are. 

3/23/2023 30:00 1757 On this week’s 51%, we take a look at the gender pay gap in the U.S., and 
speak with America Saves Director Kia McCallister-Young to learn how you 
can come up with a savings plan that fits your needs and leaves you feeling 
financially confident – no matter what life throws at you. 

3/30/2023 30:00 1758 On this week’s 51%, we speak with long-distance runner and two-time 
Olympian Kara Goucher about her daring new memoir, "The Longest Race: 
Inside the Secret World of Abuse, Doping, and Deception on Nike’s Elite 
Running Team." 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Scholar’s Circle 
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

January 1 – March 31, 2023 
 

March 26, 2023 
The Suffragist Peace: How Women Shape the Politics of War , book author interview  

The expansion of the vote to women throughout the 20th Century has had an impact on the discourses 
and politics of war and peace. What is the relationship between women voting, electing women leaders, 
and women-lead groups in civil society on the issue of war and peace? 
Does the expansion of the vote to women lead to the election of women as leaders? And are these 
leaders more committed to peace than their male counterparts? We explore a new book, The Suffragist 
Peace: How Women Shape the Politics of War.[ dur: 58mins. ] 

 Joslyn Barnhart is Assistant Professor in the Department of Political Science at the University of 
California Santa Barbara. She is also senior research scientist at Deep Mine in London. She is the 
author of The Consequences of Humiliation, Anger and Status in World Politics 

 Robert F. Trager is a Professor in the political science department at the University of California, 
Los Angeles. He’s the author of a forthcoming book Diplomacy Communication and the Origins 
of International Order 

Together they have authored The Suffragist Peace: How Women Shape the Politics of War. 

March 19, 2023 
History of American grand strategy 

Grand Strategy defines the broad goals of nations or even groups. American Grand Strategy is best 
understood historically, as an amalgam of influences and interests. Is American grand strategy a reaction 
to events and domestic interests, or is it derived more strategically based on the American place in the 
world? And what does the history of American grand strategy tell us about its current goals? We speak 
with three of the authors of Rethinking American Grand Strategy. Hosted by Doug Becker. [ dur: 58 
mins. ] 

 Christopher McKnight Nichols is Associate Professor of History and Director of the Center for 
the Humanities at Oregon State University. He is the author of Promise and Peril: America at the 
Dawn of a Global Age. He is also co-author of the opinion articles “‘Grand strategy’ has a bad 
rep. To fix it, get beyond hard power and traditional statecraft”, in the Los Angeles Times, and 
“America’s traditions pose an obstacle to preventing future pandemics”, in the Washington Post. 

 Beverly Gage is Brady-Johnson Professor of Grand Strategy and Professor of History & 
American Studies at Yale University. She is the author of The Day Wall Street Exploded: A 
Story of America in its First Age of Terror and a forthcoming biography on J. Edgar Hoover. 

 Kate Epstein is Associate Professor of History at Rutgers University-Camden. She is the author 
of Torpedo: Inventing the Military-Industrial Complex in the United States and Great Britain. 



All of our guests are contributors to the book we are discussing today Rethinking American Grand 
Strategy. Christopher McKnight Nichols is also co-editor of the book together with Elizabeth Borgwardt 
and Andrew Preston. 

 
March 12, 2023 
Humanitarian crisis in Nagorno-Karabakh from blockade at Lachin Corridor  

The  humanitarian condition is deteriorating in the Armenian-majority breakaway region of Nagorno-
Karabakh. The Lachin corridor, the only road that connects the region to the outside world, has been 
blocked by a military campaign limiting food and other essential supplies and trapping 120,000 people. 

We explore the legal, political and military implications of this campaign. How are international actors 
responding to this campaign? What role are Turkey, Russia, and the United States playing in the 
blockade of Nagorno-Karabakh? [ dur: 58mins. ] 

 Richard Giragosian is the Founding Director of the Regional Studies Center (RSC), an 
independent “think tank” located in Yerevan, Armenia. He is Visiting Professor at the College of 
Europe’s Natolin Campus and Senior Expert at Yerevan State University’s Center for European 
Studies (CES). He is the author of the book chapter Small States and Large Costs of Regional 
Fracture: The Case of Armenia. 

 Steve Swerdlow  is Associate Professor of the Practice of Human Rights in the Department of 
Political and International Relations at the University of Southern California. A human rights 
lawyer and expert on the former Soviet region, Swerdlow was Senior Central Asia researcher at 
Human Rights Watch, heading the organization’s work on Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, and 
founding its Kyrgyzstan field office. He is the author of Uzbekistan’s Religious and Political 
Prisoners and Uzbekistan’s Ethnic Minorities: Out of Sight, But Not Out of Mind. 

March 5, 2023 
Samuel Ringgold Ward: A life of Struggle, a biography  

The history of anti-slavery activism is a rich and important period in American history. But there are so 
many stories that still have yet to be written. 

Samuel Ward is one of those activists; an important figure in the African-American activist community 
working against slavery and racism, whose story is largely lost. Our guest R. J. M. Blackett is addressing 
this need to tell Ward’s story in a new book, Samuel Ringgold Ward: A life of Struggle. [ dur: 58mins. ] 

 R. J. M. Blackett is Andrew Jackson Professor of History emeritus at Vanderbilt University. His 
previous books are The Captive’s Quest for Freedom: Fugitive Slaves, the 1850 Fugitive Slave 
Law, and the Politics of Slavery and Making Freedom: The Underground Railroad and the 
Politics of Slavery. 



Feb. 26, 2023 
De-Colonizing the Mind, Language, Culture in the American Imperium   

David Lloyd speaks with the world-renowned Kenyan novelist, playwright and poet, critic and widely 
influential postcolonial theorist, Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o. 

They explore the problem of colonization of languages, his commitment to writing in his native 
language, and his incarceration and exile for political dissidence. And with the panel they discuss a new 
book of essays on his work, Ngũgĩ in the American Imperium. [ dur: 58mins. ] 

 Timothy J. Reiss is Professor Emeritus of Comparative Literature at New York University and 
recently a visiting scholar at the University of Hawaii-Manoa. His many books include Against 
Autonomy: Global Dialectics of Cultural Exchange. He is the editor of Ngũgĩ in the American 
Imperium. 

 Noenoe K. Silva is Kanaka Hawai’i from Kailua, O’ahu, and professor of Hawai’ian and 
Indogenous Politics in the Department of Politics and Cooperating faculty Kawaihuelani Center 
for Hawai’ian Language at the University of Hawai’i at Manoa. She is the author of Aloha 
Betrayed: Native Hawai’ian Resistance to American Colonialism and The Power of the Steel-
Tipped Pen: Reconstructing Native Hawai’ian Intellectual History. She is a contributor to Ngũgĩ 
in the American Imperium. 

 Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o is Distinguished Professor of Comparative Literature and English at the 
University of California, Irvine. Among his many writings are Decolonising the Mind, 
Globalectics and his memoir Detained recently recast as Wrestling with the Devil. His most 
recent novel is Murogi wa Kagogo, published in English as Wizard of the Crow. His rendering of 
the Gikuyu epic, The Perfect Nine: The Epic of Gĩkũyũ and Mũmbi, appeared in 2019. He has 
been awarded numerous prestigious prizes. 

This interview was recorded October, 2021. 

Feb. 19, 2023 
Turkey earthquake, disaster relief politics and humanitarian laws   

A massive earthquakes has rocked Turkey and Syria and killed thousands of people. The disaster 
response to this earthquake has faced challenges, including governance of the relief efforts and legal 
requirements under international law. We explore the relief efforts in light of scholarship on best 
practices and legal obligations. Who is responsible for security in the disaster zone? How much are local 
actors prioritized versus those who have come to the region to provide relief? And what happens when 
the security capacity of the affected state is so devastated by the disaster itself? [ dur: 58mins. ] 

 Andrea de Guttry is Professor of International Law at Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna (SSSA) in 
Pisa, Italy. He is the author of Foreign fighters under international law and International Disaster 
Response Law. 

 Branda Nowell is Professor at the School of Public and International Affairs at NC State 
University. She is the author of Public Management in an Era of the Unprecedented: Dominant 
Institutional Logics as a Barrier to Organizational Sensemaking and The Structure of Effective 
Governance of Disaster Response Networks: Insights >From the Field. 



 Nukhet Sandal is Associate Professor of Political Science and Associate Dean in the College of 
Arts & Sciences at Ohio University. She is the author of Religious populist parties, nationalism, 
and strategies of competition: the case of the AK Party in Turkey and Religious Leaders and 
Conflict Transformation. She is the Editor-in-Chief of the Oxford Research Encyclopedia of 
International Studies. 

Feb. 12, 2023 
Black Women intellectuals contribution to civil rights struggle; History of Cooperatives in Black 
Communities 

What role have black women played in the civil rights era and black empowerment in addressing issues 
of white supremacy? 

We explore the importance of black women intellectuals, the way in which they have framed the 
scholarship, the analysis, and policies. Hosted by Doug Becker. [ dur: 33mins. ] – Recorded March 
2022. 

 Ashley Farmer is Associate Professor of African and African Diaspora Studies & History at the 
University of Texas at Austin. She is the author of Remaking Black Power: How Black Women 
Transformed an Era and co-editor of New Perspectives on the Black Intellectual Tradition. She is 
also the Co-Editor and Curator of the Black Power Series with Ibram X. Kendi. 

Can worker owned cooperatives transform workers lives and livelihoods? We speak with Jessica 
Gordon Nembhard author of Collective Courage: A History of African American Cooperative Economic 
Thought and Practice. Hosted by Maria Armoudian. [ dur: 25 mins. ] – Recorded December 2016. 

 Jessica Gordon Nembhard is Associate Professor of Community Justice and Social Economic 
Development in the Department of Africana Studies at John Jay College, City University of New 
York. Her latest book is Collective Courage: A History of African American Cooperative 
Economic Thought and Practice. 

Feb. 5, 2023 
Causes of political and economic turmoil in Haiti  

Haiti faces a political, sociological, and economic set of crises. The country faces mass famine, with an 
estimated 4.7 million people facing acute hunger. With the assassination of its President, Haiti is also 
facing a political crisis. Officials governing the country are having a legitimacy crisis given the poor 
response to previous crises that have seen the Haitian people lose power, authority, even sovereignty 
over the nation. And international intervention has done little to help the nation, and in fact it has 
exacerbated the problems. How can the nation thrive in light of a history of exploitation and colonialism 
that has led to these crises? How can the Haitian people be empowered to seize control of their destiny? 
[ dur: 58mins. ] 

 Darlène Dubuisson is Professor of Anthropology at the University of Pittsburgh. She is the 
author of “Haiti: Black Utopia” and “We Know How to Work Together”: Konbit, Protest, and 
the Rejection of INGO Bureaucratic Dominance. 



 Mark Schuller is Presidential Research Professor and Professor of Anthropology and Nonprofit 
and NGO Studies at Northern Illinois University. He is the author of Humanitarian Aftershocks 
in Haiti and Killing with Kindness: Haiti, International Aid, and NGOs. 

 Jean-Eddy Saint Paul is Professor of Sociology at Brooklyn College of the City University of 
New York. He is the author of Assassinations and invasions – how the US and France shaped 
Haiti’s long history of political turmoil and Between Two Worlds: Jean Price-Mars, Haiti, and 
Africa. 

January 29, 2023 
Politics and laws on classified documents ; How free is free speech in US?  
 
We explore ongoing political, legal and normative questions about classified documents discovered in 
the homes of former President Donald Trump, current President Joe Biden and former Vice President 
Mike Pence. What is the process of classifying documents? And does the government over-classify 
documents? [ dur: 29mins. ] 

 Jeremi Suri is Professor in the Department of History and the LBJ School of Public Affairs at the 
University of Texas, Austin. He holds the Mack Brown Distinguished Chair for Leadership in 
Global Affairs at The University of Texas at Austin. He is the co-author of “Problems with 
President Records are Not Just About Trump” with Kenneth Osgood, the author of The 
Impossible Presidency: The Rise and Fall of America’s Highest Office and latest book Civil War 
by Other Means: America’s Long and Unfinished Fight For Democracy. He is host of the 
podcast This is Democracy. 

 
What are its legal, social, and political limitations of free speech? How does the advent of social media 
and concerns over misinformation have an impact on the exercise of free speech? And how do the new 
developments of free speech and its limits have an impact on the First Amendment protections? We 
discuss a new book You Can’t Always Say What You Want: The Paradox of Free Speech with its author 
Dennis Baron. [ dur: 29mins. ] 

 Dennis Baron is Emeritus Professor of English at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. He is a frequent commentator on language issues in the national media and has 
written a number of popular books, including What’s Your Pronoun? (2020). 
 

January 22, 2023 
Puerto Rico considers statehood or independence ; Peru Riots challenge removal of democratically 
elected president 
 
The island of Puerto Rico has a complex relationship with the federal government in the United States. 
Should it seek statehood or independence? Or is the status quo the best option for the nation.  [ dur: 
30mins. ] 

 Amílcar Antonio Barreto is Professor and Chair, Cultures, Societies, and Global Studies 
Department, and Interim Director of  International Affairs and Political Science at Northeastern 
University. He is the author of American Identity, Congress and the Puerto Rico Statehood 
Debate and The Politics of Language in Puerto Rico Revisited. 

 Jorge Farinacci-Fernós is Associate Professor of Law at the Interamerican University of Puerto 
Rico Law School and Visiting Professor at the University of Buffalo School of Law. He is the 
author of The ‘New’ Insular Cases and the Territorial Clause: From Temporary Incorporation to 



Permanent Unincorporation and the forthcoming book Puerto Rico’s Constitutional Paradox: 
Colonial Subordination, Democratic Tension, and Promise of Progressive Transformation. 

Then, Peru has faced ongoing protests and violence since the removal of its president at the hands of the 
Congress. What socioeconomic divisions in the nation have lead to this deepened political crisis? [ dur: 
28mins. ] 

 Victoria Chonn Ching is a Postdoctoral Teaching Fellow in the Department of Political Science 
and International Relations at the University of Southern California. She is author of 
Conceptualizing China-Latin America Relations in the Twenty-First Century: The Boom, The 
Bust, and the Aftermath with Carol Wise and A Comparative View of Chinese Relations with 
Peru” in China, Latin America, and the Global Economy, with Alvin Camba. 

 Jorge Antonio Chavez Mazuelos is a lecturer at Universidad San Ignacio de Loyola in Peru, at 
the International Relations Department, and is coordinator of a research group focused on 
Chinese Politics. He is author of The Chinese Dream of National Rejuvenation and Foreign 
Policy under Xi Jinping and The Evolution of Chinese Diplomacy: From Plain-Clothed Soldiers 
to Wolf Warriors. 
 

January 15, 2023 
Dr. Martin Luther King Legacy and its effect on contemporary civil rights movement  
 
To commemorate the birthday of Martin Luther King Jr. we discuss Dr King’s life, his work, his legacy 
and his memory. We then explore the impact of Dr King and his memory on contemporary issues, 
including the role of women on the movement and the security of people of color as embodied in the 
Black Lives Matter movement. What is the meaning of Dr King’s dream today? [ dur: 58mins. ] 

 David Garrow is Professor of History and Law at the University of Pittsburgh and Former Senior 
Research Fellow at Cambridge University. He is the author of Rising Star: The Making of 
Barack Obama, The FBI and Martin Luther King, Jr., and Bearing the Cross: Martin Luther 
King, Jr., and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, which won the Pulitzer Prize for 
Biography. His website is www.davidgarrow.com. 

 Keith Miller is Professor of English and Professor, Affiliate Faculty, at the Center for the Study 
of Religion and Conflict at Arizona State University. He is the author of Martin Luther King’s 
Biblical Epic: His Great, Final Speech and Voice of Deliverance: The Language of Martin 
Luther King, Jr., and Its Sources. His website is: drkeithdmiller.com. 

 Jared Clemons is Postdoctoral Research Associate at Princeton University. He is the author of 
“Freedom Now!” to “Black Lives Matter”: Retrieving King and Randolph to Theorize 
Contemporary White Antiracism. 

 Dewey M. Clayton is Professor of Political Science at the University of Louisville. He is the 
author of The presidential campaign of Barack Obama: A critical analysis of a racially 
transcendent strategy, African Americans and the politics of congressional redistricting and 
Black Lives Matter and the Civil Rights Movement: A Comparative Analysis of Two Social 
Movements in the United States  
 

January 8, 2023 
Book analysis – A Promise Kept: The Muscogee (Creek) Nation and McGirt v Oklahoma  
 
In 2020, the Supreme Court surprised many observers by holding up the rights of the Muscogee (Creek) 
nation. In McGirt v Oklahoma, the Court held that the Creek Nation retained its sovereign rights over a 



very large part of Eastern Oklahoma. The decision began with a poetic line: “At the end of the Trail of 
Tears is a promise.” The case raises further interest in issues of Indian law, which includes a very 
important case on the docket this year on the issue of the adoption of Indian children without the consent 
of the tribe. Robert Miller and Robbie Ethridge have written a new book on the McGirt case, on the 
history of the Muscogee nation’s relations with the United States, and the details of the case itself. And 
the title of the book references that first line of the decision. It is called A Promise Kept: The Muscogee 
(Creek) Nation and McGirt v Oklahoma. Our guests are the authors of the book. [ dur: 58mins. ] 

 Robert J. Miller is Professor of Law at the Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law at Arizona 
State University. He is the author of Reservation “Capitalism”: Economic Development in Indian 
Country and Native America, Discovered and Conquered: Thomas Jefferson, Lewis and Clark, 
and Manifest Destiny. 

 Robbie Ethridge is Professor of Anthropology at the University of Mississippi. She is the author 
of From Chicaza to Chickasaw: The European Invasion and the Transformation of the 
Mississippian World, 1540–1715 and Creek Country: The Creek Indians and Their World, 1796–
1816. 
 

January 1, 2023 
Use of Software Algorithms to create Artificial Intelligence that inform institutions, why should we be 
wary?  
 
Algorithms reflect the biases of the society in which they exist and the programmers who create them. 
There has been a social and political reaction against their use. How do algorithms govern social and 
political interactions? What is the most proper use of algorithms? And what are the biases that persist in 
their use? [ dur: 58mins. ] 

 Tina Eliassi-Rad is a Professor of Computer Science at Northeastern University. She is also a 
core faculty member at Northeastern’s Network Science Institute and the Institute for 
Experiential AI. She is the author of Measuring Algorithmically Infused Societies and What 
Science Can Do for Democracy: A Complexity Science Approach. 

 Damien Patrick Williams is an assistant professor in Philosophy and Data Science at the 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte. He is the author of Why AI Research Needs Disabled 
and Marginalized Perspectives, Fitting the description: historical and sociotechnical elements of 
facial recognition and anti-black surveillance, and Constructing Situated and Social Knowledge: 
Ethical, Sociological, and Phenomenological Factors in Technological Design. Damien is 
member of the Project Advisory Committee for the Center for Democracy and Technology’s 
Project on Disability Rights and Algorithmic Fairness, Bias, and Discrimination, and the 
Disability Inclusion Fund’s Tech & Disability Stream Advisory Committee. 

 Henning Schulzrinne is Professor in the Department of Computer Science at Colombia 
University. He is the co-author of Mobility Protocols and Handover Optimization: Design, 
Evaluation and Application, Bridging communications and the physical world and Future 
internets escape the simulator. He was nominated as Internet Hall of Fame Innovator in 2013. He 
was Chief Technology Officer for the FCC under the Obama Administration. 
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ORANIZATIONS PROMOTED IN LIVE-READ PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS ON WIUP-FM –– 1st  QUARTER 2023 

January 1-March 31, 2023 
 

LOCAL & REGIONAL: 
Aging Services Incorporated 
Al-Anon 
Alice Paul House 
The Blackburn Center 
The Haven Project 
Indiana County Humane Society 
Indiana Free Library 
The Open Door 
PA Department of Public Welfare 
Society of St. Vincent DePaul 
Southwestern PA Legal Services 
UCP of Central PA 
Visiting Nurse Association of Indiana County 
 
NATIONAL: 
American Cancer Society 
American Diabetes Association 
American Dietetic Association 
American Heart Association 
American Red Cross 
Cancer Research and Prevention Foundation 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
Crime Prevention Coalition of America 
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation 
National Association for the Education of Young Children 
National Institute on Aging 
National Kidney Foundation 
National Library Services for the Blind and Physically Handicapped 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society 
Parent Education Network 
Stroke Association 
US Department of Agriculture 
US Department of Justice 
USA Freedom Corps 
US Peace Corps 
US Surgeon General  
 


